The ILO’s Impact Insurance Facility celebrated its 10-year anniversary in 2018. We are proud of our decade-long journey to enable the insurance sector, governments and their partners to reduce households’ vulnerability, promote stronger enterprises and facilitate better public policies. Join us as we take stock of where we are, what we’ve learnt and how we plan to continue forward. Through the year, we shared lessons and experiences from the past, examine the current trends, and present ideas for the future.

This page lists the many events we organized to mark this special occasion.

**Webinars**

- We organized a webinar on March 29: "3-D" Client Value Assessment - Introducing a new tool to assess client value for agricultural index insurance [1].
- On May 10, we organized a second webinar, this time focusing on Putting client insights into practice [2].

**Events**

- We organized a competition where you could vote for your favourite Emerging Insight [3]!
- From September 10 to 14, we organized the Impact Insurance Academy [4]. The Academy is a unique opportunity to learn from our ten years of experience and innovations in inclusive insurance! Click here [5] to read a blog reflecting on this successful first edition.

**Publications**

- We released a first brief Ten Years of Impact Insurance [8], which chronicles some successful case studies of the past decade.
- On our Medium blog [9] we have launched a blog series on a decade of impact insurance. Stay tuned for more posts on accomplishments, changes and current trends and interviews with key players and experts!
- We organized a video contest [10], in which we invited former and current partners to share their journeys over the last decade.

**Infographics**

- Several infographics illustrating our achievements were released to further showcase the many markets and organizations we helped develop since 2008:
  - Our infographic explaining the Facility's change management process [12]
  - An infographic on 10 years of Impact Insurance [13]: of partnering with governments, designing innovations, building capacity and increasing knowledge
  - An infographic illustrating 10 lessons learned over the last 10 years [14]
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